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ABSTRACT

The emergence of a new mode of organising economic activities through different kinds
of networks is an interesting and challenging phenomenon for organisational research,
and calls for research approaches aiming at increasing our understanding of different
aspects related to this phenomenon. The motives or driving forces that constitute the
foundation for establishing inter-firm networks represent one such aspect. The purpose
of this paper is to describe the different motives for co-operation in an inter-firm network
in a more varied way, thus to be able to highlight the differences between them and
pinpoint them to a specific actor. The results from this study hence indicate that actors’
motives for participating in the studied network are very different. The motives detected
here hence represent a variety spanning from short-term cost minimising and search for
new and/or increased revenues, to more long-term motives to diversify and thereby
reduce uncertainty. Ego-centred motives in terms of personal aspirations and preferences
were in a similar way combined with more social needs for speaking partners and
collaborators. The study hence indicates that although general and jointly shared motives
for inter-firm network may be expressed in an unambiguous way (which it was in the
case studied in this paper), individual and firm-specific motives and expectations may
differ considerably.

INTRODUCTION

In the past fifteen years we have seen dramatic changes in the way business activities are
organised, involving more decentralised structures and (formalised or loose) alliances
between parties integrated either vertically or horizontally. The traditional mode of
organising development and growth of a firm, involving forward and/or backward
integration and organisational growth, thus has been challenged by concepts such as
‘inter-firm networks’, ‘strategic allying/ partnering’ or ‘the virtual organisation’. Several
studies have tried to typologise or categorise different forms of co-operative
relationships. Nassimbeni (1998), for example, distinguished between three main
categories of networks aiming at different kinds of synergies: supply relationships,
agreements/joint-ventures, and regional industrial systems. In supply relationships, the
main objective is to reach operational synergies. Co-operation based on agreements or
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joint-ventures is aiming at functional synergies in R&D, marketing, distribution, etc.,
Regional industrial systems, eventually, exploit the benefits of spatial closeness between
numerous firms linked at a technical-productive level, public institutions and local
industrial associations, and aim at strategic synergies concerning marketing initiatives,
technological efforts, or the common service structure. Murto-Koivisto, Routamaa and
Vesalainen (1996) identified five basic types of inter-firm networks (development circle,
loose co-operative circle, project group, joint venture, and joint unit), distinguished by
their different degrees of formality and strategic intensity but also by their different sets
of motives for establishing co-operation. These motives or expected advantages included
transfer of knowledge, cost-saving motives and other synergies, expectations to develop
new businesses, and expected benefits related to network credibility.

Understanding economic activities organised through different kinds of networks
represents a challenge for organisational research, and includes the need for increasing
our understanding of different aspects related to this phenomenon (Ebers 1997). The
motives or driving forces for establishing inter-firm networks represent one such aspect.
Building on previous research it seems obvious that there are different motives for inter-
firm co-operation, characterising different categories of networks. As indicated above
and in other similar studies, however, previous research is often based on the assumption
that the underlying motives for co-operation in inter-firm networks are consistent across
firm boundaries, or at least could be interpreted in terms of such shared motives. Far less
interest has been paid to investigate the underlying motives for different actors to
participate in inter-firm networks. The purpose of this paper is to contribute to this
specific lack of knowledge by utilising the actors participating in inter-firm co-operation
as units of analysis. Our study, which is a first exploratory study in a larger research
project, specifically investigates the motives and expectations of smaller firms co-
operating in an inter-firm network in northern Sweden (Skellefteå Innovation Pool, SIP).

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

It is reasonable to assume that people making decisions on behalf of a firm are acting in
the light of some purpose. Yet it could be notoriously difficult to discover the true
purpose of actors. On the other hand, purposive behaviour cannot be understood if one
does not know the purpose. If we assume that firms act for a purpose, we must find an
acceptable assumption as to why they act as they do (Penrose 1959/1995). One such
basic motive guiding market-driven organisations’ behaviour is the profit motive, i.e., the
search for opportunities to increase revenues and thereby enable the firm to reward its
stakeholders and secure the firms’ possibilities to survive and develop. The assumption
that a firm wishes to maximise (or at least optimise) long-run profits derived from
investments has an interesting implication for the relation between the desire to develop
and grow versus the desire to make profits. If profit is regarded as a condition for further
development and growth, but profits are sought primarily for the sake of the firm, (that
is, to reinvest in the firm rather than to reimburse owners for the use of their capital or
their ‘risk bearing’), then, from the point of view of investment policy, growth and
profits become equivalent as the criteria for the selection of investment programmes
(Penrose 1959/ 1995).



Whether the search for profits is built on an ambition to maximise pay-back or to reach a
level which enables the firm to survive is an interesting question per se, and a very
relevant one to put forward when addressing smaller firms. This is however outside the
scope of this paper. More interesting to us is to address ‘the sources’ and ‘the vehicles’
that enable for a firm to gain competitive advantage, and thereby generate a satisfying
level of payback. Here research literature may be divided into two main categories:

• Research stressing the firm’s resources as the base for competitive advantage,
• Research building on that ‘strategic positioning’ and market ‘opportunity-seeking
      behaviour’ constitutes the source and the vehicle for competitive advantage.

In resource-based theory, the firm’s resources and its organisational capabilities are
regarded as “the enduring sources of advantage” (Rumelt et al 1991, p.23; see also
Penrose 1959/1995, or Grant 1991). Following this research tradition, a firm’s search for
co-operation with partners may be understood as a search for utilising or strengthening
the resource base of the firm. With a network perspective, this does not necessarily mean
that the resources have to be internal or owned by the firm itself. Instead resources may
be external to the firm, but by co-operating in an inter-firm network, the firm gains
access to resources outside the firm which may serve as ‘vehicles’ for strengthening the
firm’s competitive advantage. Similar, co-operation with partners may serve as a strategy
enabling the firm to use its resources or its capacity more fully. Such resources or
capabilities may be by both tangible (such as production equipment) and intangible (such
as knowledge and competence).

Heavily influenced by Porter’s (1980, 1987) ‘strategic positioning’ and research in small
business entrepreneurship, another research stream instead understands a firm’s
opportunity-seeking behaviour as fundamental for creating competitive advantage. Miles
and Snow’s (1978) classic distinction between ‘defenders’ and ‘prospectors’ (where
‘prospectors’ represented the successful entrepreneurial archetype) has thus been
followed by several studies focusing and defining entrepreneurship as “the relentless
pursuit of opportunity without regard to resources currently controlled” (Stevenson and
Sahlman 1989, p. 104). Adopting this perspective, a firm’s search for co-operation and
alliances may be understood as a search for new or extended market opportunities: to
find new markets or to find new demanding customers.

Obviously these research streams point to relevant factors that may motivate inter-firm
co-operation. Evident is also that these two perspectives are not mutually exclusive; as
Hendry et al (1995, p. 81) point out, “entrepreneurship without the orientation to
opportunity is an empty concept”. Similar, resources and capabilities that do not
contribute to create competitive advantage on the market are more or less worthless.
Accepting that the dichotomy created here is a typologised caricature, it however
provides us with a first interesting variable for the purpose of this study: to investigate
different actors’ basic motives for participating in an inter-firm network. Research on
small firms often deals with the distinction between ‘the firm’ and ‘the entrepreneur’.



Although the need to distinguish between organisational and individual motives and
ambitions by no means are limited to smaller organisations, it becomes especially
sophisticated when studying smaller firms where a leading owner-manager in practice
often ‘is’ the firm. Johannisson (1996) thus notices how exchange networks are crucial
to the entrepreneurial venture since this involves interactive creation of concrete
projects, which originate in a “calculative, ideological and/or affective mutual
commitment within dyads of actors” (p. 15; cf. Kanter 1972, or Sjöstrand 1986).
Separating the firm and the entrepreneur, Johannisson suggests that the generic features
of networks may be understood by three different functions: to secure resources, provide
social support and to serve as a strategic system for interactive business-intelligence. The
resource function stimulates learning beyond single-loop learning for the individual
entrepreneur, and provides the firm with self-enforcing flexibility. This resource function
increases the firm’s resource base without reducing its flexibility or the overview of the
entrepreneur. The social support function contributes with strengthening the
entrepreneur’s self-confidence and provides the firm with legitimacy in the business
community, involving both personal ties of friendship as well as more representative ties.
The strategic network system, eventually, triggers the entrepreneurs’ learning beyond
single-loop learning and provides self-enforcing flexibility to the firm, involving both
strong ties to, e.g., demanding customers, and weak ties in personal or computerised
information networks (Johannisson 1994, 1996).

Recognising that motives for inter-firm co-operation may be related both to the firm and
to individual motives, this will constitute the other variable of interest for this study. We
are accordingly interested to investigate whether motives for inter-firm relations among
actors in a specific case (the SIP case) may be related to the firm, the individual
entrepreneur, or to both. Together with the dimension separating motives for co-
operation as founded in ‘resource-based theory’ or ‘market opportunity-seeking
behaviour’, these theoretical dimensions constitute the framework focused in this study.

METHODOLOGY

Employing case study research methodology, we here aim at developing a better
understanding of partners’ motives for inter-firm co-operation. The units of analysis are
six partnering smaller firms co-operating in the Skellefteå Innovation Pool (SIP). The
SIP network can, following Murto-Koivisto, Routamaa and Vesalainen (1996), best be
described as a project-group building on complementary resources and competencies,
and aiming at creating new business opportunities through product development. SIP
was formally established in 1996 and serves as a pool of capabilities which is jointly
offered to potential customers and markets. The network consists of six smaller firms
possessing different and specific competencies and resources:

- CIDEMA AB with 7 employees working in 3-D visualisation of construction
drawings,

- DANEX AB with 3 employees developing and marketing innovations to the
construction market,

- ELFIX AB with 8 employees working in electrical installations,



- ROLEIF KB, a one-man firm developing equipment for the health-care market,
- SQS AB with 20 employees working in laminated sheet constructions, and
- YPV AB with 5 employees developing and manufacturing equipment for building,

construction and transportation.

Depending on the specific type of project SIP undertakes, appropriate resources and
skills needed for carrying out a project are acquired from the network partners or – if a
required resource is not available in the network – from external sources. The actual co-
operation builds on mutual trust between the partners, since there are no judicial liaisons
or contracts written regulating the conditions between these parties.

Data on the firms’ motives and expectations have during the autumn of 1998 been
collected through personal in-depth interviews with each firm’s C.E.O. (normally the
owner-manager of the firm). Interviews were based on a form containing a number of
open-ended questions that served as a base for discussion and clarification. Each
interview was recorded and concluded in a case-study protocol for each firm (cf. Yin
1994). In order to strengthen the ‘trustworthiness’ (Miles and Huberman 1994) of our
data, we analysed and interpreted the data collected individually, and then discussed and
formed a joint understanding of our data (‘triangulation by researchers’ according to
Denzin, 1978). We moreover participated in several meetings with the SIP network in
order to collect data from different sources (triangulation by data source, ibid).
According to Yin (1994, p. 80), participant observation is especially useful for gaining a
better understanding of interpersonal motives, and thus complementing our
understanding evolving from the personal interviews with each firm.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In the inter-firm network studied here, co-operation with partners holding
complementary resources seem to serve as a veichle to overcome the entrepreneurial
dilemma of defending the entrepreneurial mission of being ‘independent’ while exploiting
the possibilities to create new solutions on the market. When the owner-manager of
ELFIX expresses that he “likes the freedom of running my own firm”, but at the same
time has the ambition to “enlarge our customer base” and “to be involved in more
projects”, an inter-firm network initiated by the participating firms themselves seems to
solve this dilemma, and enables the firm to be “much larger than we really are”. This was
especially obvious in the category of smaller firms lacking explicit ambition and strategy
for traditional organisational growth (which in this study refers to ROLEIF, DANEX,
YPV and ELFIX). This also illustrates the classical dilemma between entrepreneurial
motivation (to be independent) and ambition (to develop and grow), and how small
business entrepreneurs perceive that inter-firm networks offers a way to overcome this
dilemma. As Johannisson (1996, p. 16) points out, “although most (Swedish)
entrepreneurs become owner-managers in order to be independent, this freedom is
illusory in highly integrated markets and in a complex society. When the entrepreneur
establishes a personal tie s/he acts as a free independent human being; once established
the relationship – due to reciprocal obligations – implies mutual dependence. This
dependency is, however, created by the entrepreneur her-/himself and is hence not



recognised as an imposed dependency but seen as an integral part of the own
endeavour.”

Besides this general observation, the results of the study specifically depicting firms’
motives and driving forces for co-operations are concluded in Table 1.

Firm Motive for entering Perceived effects and Expectations regarding
co-operation benefits from the co- effects and benefits from

operation so far future co-operation

CIDEMA AB ‘Can’t hurt’ – if we by Received assistance in mar- New markets and larger
offering total solutions to keting CIDEMA from part- projects
customers’ problems can ners. Received new business
increase our market contacts

DANEX AB To earn more money and Been managing the overall To utilise personal skills
to co-ordinate larger projects network as well as separate in managing larger joint

projects SIP-projects

ELFIX AB Enlarge the firm’s customer Access to new customers and To make more money 
base and  to reduce the firm’s personal learning from part- and to learn from new,
vulnerability through diversi- ners demanding  customers
fication

ROLEIF KB Sceptical at first, but was Got access to informal spea- Continue to use the
triggered by the options to king partners who also possess network as speaking
use the network to test own resources for prototyping partners and a test panel
new product ideas

SQS AB See CIDEMA AB Some new business contacts Exit – leaves the
network due to business
reorientation

YPV AB To get access to partners Developed new competence To get access to new
for exchange of ideas and and knowledge important customers and new
experiences for the firm’s competitiveness. markets, and thereby

Got access to a larger cus- reduce vulnerability.
 tomer base.

Table 1: Concluded results

As revealed by the results concluded in Table 1, motives for co-operation differ across
actors and is moreover to some extent different when comparing original motives and
motives related to future co-operation. The network’s main co-ordinator (the C.E.O. of
DANEX) thus strongly emphasises his personal preference for co-ordinating larger
projects as an important motive for entering and continuing co-operation.2 Similar, the
owner-manager of ROLEIF strongly emphasises his interest to use the network as his
‘test panel’ and a resource base for his own, innovative ideas. In this one-man firm,
however, personal and individual motives coincide with firm motives since the owner-
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manager in fact ‘is’ the firm. The owner-manager of YPV underlines motives related to
both his personal knowledge and competence3 as well as motives related to the firm as a
whole. In other firms (especially in CIDEMA, SQS and ELFIX) personal motives are far
less salient and surpassed by organisational motives for co-operation.

Also on the scale spanning from purely resource-based motives to motives related to
market opportunity-seeking behaviour a variety of different motives emerge. While the
owner-managers of ROLEIF and YPV stress motives related to complementary
resources inherent in the network, the other firms participating in the network more
underline market-related arguments and motives. Noticeable is also that reported motives
to some extent differ depending on time, where e.g. the manager of ELFIX from
originally stressing market-based motives (enlarging the customer base) for the future
more stresses resource-based motives (to increase the firm’s competence by learning
from demanding customers). In this respect, the SIP network represents a kind of
‘learning organisation’ where motives for and expectations from future co-operation to a
considerable degree are influenced by experiences from previous co-operation.
Interpreting the results by trying to plot the results by using the framework in Figure 1
reveals the following results, where tendencies of shifting or changing motives are
marked by arrows:

Firm-related
    motives

          SQS
      CIDEMA
ELFIX

         R       YPV
    Resource-based          O                       Motives founded in
         motives          L                            market
opportunity-

         E                             seeking behaviour
          I

         F                     DANEX

Ego-centred,
                                                        individual motives

Fig 1: Interpretation of results

The results from this study hence indicate that actors’ motives for participating in the
studied network are very different. The motives detected here hence represent a variety
spanning from short-term efficiency, cost minimising and search for new and/or increased
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revenues, to more long-term motives to diversify and thereby reduce uncertainty. Ego-
centred motives in terms of personal aspirations and preferences were in a similar way
combined with more social needs for speaking partners and collaborators. The study
hence indicates that although general and jointly shared motives for inter-firm network
may be expressed in an unambiguous way (which it was in the case studied in this paper),
individual and firm-specific motives and expectations may differ considerably. This
should be of interest both for researchers seeking a better understanding of the
foundation for inter-firm networks, as well as for practitioners participating in (or
managing) such networks.
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